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THE VALUE OF THE GLOBAL INTERTWINING
OPERATORS ON SPHERICAL VECTORS
Volker Heiermann
Abstract. Let F be a global field, G an unramified quasi-split reductive group over
F and χ an everywhere unramified automorphic character of a maximal maximally
split torus of G. Using Langlands-Shahidi theory, we compute the meromorphic
function defined by the action of a global standard intertwining operator associated
to χ on a spherical vector and show that the ratio of its poles in the positive Weyl
chamber is well behaved.
Let F be a global field and let G be the group of F -rational points of a quasi-split
connected reductive group that splits over an extension E of F , which is unramified
in each non-Archimedean place (in the number field case, we do not assume that
the Archimedean places split). If v is a place of F , denote by Gv the group of its
Fv-rational points.
Fix a Borel subgroup B of G defined over F and denote by U its unipotent
radical and by T a Levi subgroup that is a maximally split, but possibly non split,
torus. Denote by T0 the maximal split subtorus of T , by w an element in its Weyl
group and by w˜ a representative of w in G chosen as in [Sh90]. (Inside the proofs,
w will later also denote occasionally a place of an extension of F - we hope that
this will not confuse the reader.)
We denote by Σred the set of reduced roots of T0 in the Lie algebra of G and
by Σred(B) the subset of the roots which are positive w.r.t. B. The elements of
Σred(B) will sometimes be called relative positive roots.
Fix at all non-Archimedean places v a hyperspecial compact subgroup Kv and
at the Archimedean places a special compact subgroup Kv, such that Gv = BvKv
at all places. Put K =
∏
vKv. Let A = AF be the ring of ade`les associated to
F . Then, G(A) is the restricted tensor product of the Gv w.r.t. the Kv, and the
equality G(A) = B(A)K holds. We assume in addition that choices have been made
so that for each F -parabolic subgroup P =MV containing B, one has P (A)∩K =
(M(A)∩K)(V (A)∩K) withM(A)∩Kmaximal compact. One givesK the measure 1,
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and, if V is a unipotent group over F , then the Haar measure on V (A) is normalized
such that the quotient V (F )\V (A) gets measure 1, where one takes on V (F ) the
counting measure. If one fixes a measure on T (A), then this defines a measure on
G(A) [MW, I.1.13].
Fix χ = ⊗vχv a unitary everywhere unramified automorphic character of T (A).
(This means that χv factors also at the Archimedean places through the absolute
value.)
If α is a positive relative root for G, we will denote by Mα the Levi subgroup
of G of relative semi-simple rank 1 associated to α. Denote by Eα the minimal
splitting field for the derived group Mderα and by Tα the maximally split torus of
Mderα contained in T . We will denote by α
∨ the F -rational map ResEα/FGm → Tα
defined in the following way: let ΓF be the absolute Galois group of F with respect
to a given separable closure F sep of F , ΓEα the absolute Galois group of Eα seen as
a subgroup of ΓF and ΓEα\F a set of representatives of ΓEα \ ΓF . Fix an absolute
simple root α1 for Mα that restricts to α and denote by α
∨
1 the corresponding
(absolute) coroot. Then, we put α∨ = ((α∨1 )
σ)σ∈ΓEα\F . More precisely, over F
sep,
one has α∨((xσ)σ∈ΓEα\F ) =
∏
σ∈ΓEα\F (α
∨
1 )
σ(xσ) from which follows that α
∨ is ΓF -
invariant, i.e. defined over F . If v is a place of F , then α∨v will denote α
∨ over the
Fv-rational points, i.e. α
∨
v : (ResEα/FGm)(Fv) → Tα(Fv). In particular, χ ◦ α
∨
will stand for the automorphic character ⊗v(χv ◦ α
∨
v ).
Denote byX∗(T ) the group of F -rational characters of T and put a∗T,C = X
∗(T )⊗
C. One defines a map from a∗T,C into the set of unramified automorphic characters
of T (A) by sending α ⊗ s to the character t = (tv)v 7→
∏
v |α(tv)|
s
v. It is a group
homomorphism that is injective if F is a number field and with kernel 2πilog qZ with
q equal to the cardinality of the ground field if F is a function field. If λ ∈ a∗T,C, we
will denote by χλ the product of the character χ by the unramified automorphic
character of T (A) corresponding to λ.
Let i
G(A)
B(A) be the functor of normalized parabolic induction. For λ ∈ a
∗
T,C, de-
note by M(λ, χ, w˜) the global standard intertwining operator i
G(A)
B(A)χλ → i
G(A)
B(A)wχλ
defined, if λ lies in the positive Weyl chamber corresponding to B, by
(M(λ, χ, w˜)f)(g) =
∫
U(A)∩wU(A)w−1
f(w˜−1ug)du, (1)
and by 〈·, ·〉 the G(A)-invariant standard natural pairing between i
G(A)
B(A)χλ and
i
G(A)
B(A)χ−λ defined by the measure on G(A) (cf. [MW, II.1.6]). It is semi-linear
in the first variable and linear in the second variable. If H is a linear algebraic
group over F , Hder will denote its derived group and H˜ its simply connected cov-
ering group over F , so that H˜der is the simply connected covering of the derived
group of H over F .
The main result of this note is the following theorem, which until now has only
been stated in special cases.
3Theorem: Let χ = ⊗vχv be a unitary everywhere unramified automorphic
character of T (A). Let φ1 (resp. φ
∨
1 ) be the K-spherical vector in i
G(A)
B(A)χλ (resp.
i
G(A)
B(A)wχ−λ) with φ1(1) = 1 (resp. φ
∨
1 (1) = 1).
One has
〈φ∨1 ,M(λ, χ, w˜)φ1〉 =
∏
α∈Σred(B)∩w−1Σred(B)
rα(〈λ, α
∨〉, χ ◦ α∨),
where, for s ∈ C and η an automorphic character,
rα(s, η)
=


LFα(
s
dα
,η)
ǫFα (
s
dα
,η)LFα (1+
s
dα
,η) , ifM˜
der
α ≃ ResFα/FSL2;
LEα(
s
4dα
,η)
ǫEα (
s
4dα
,η)LEα(1+
s
4dα
,η)×
×
LFα(
s
2dα
,ηηEα/Fα )
ǫFα (
s
2dα
,ηηEα/Fα)LFα (1+
s
2dα
,ηηEα/Fα )
, ifM˜derα ≃ ResFα/FSU(2, 1).
Here, Eα denotes the unramified quadratic extension of Fα over which SU(2, 1)
splits, ηEα/Fα the quadratic character that defines Eα/Fα, dα = [Fα : F ] and η is an
automorphic character of (ResFα/FGm)(AF ) in the first case and of (ResEα/FGm)(AF )
in the second one, while LFα , LEα (resp. ǫFα , ǫEα) denote the (completed) Hecke
L-functions (resp. ǫ-factors) w.r.t. the fields Fα, Eα.
Remarks: (i) If M˜derα ≃ ResFα/FSL2, the splitting field of Mα is Fα and, for v a
place of F , (ResFα/FSL2)(Fv) =
∏
w|v SL2(Fα,w). Then, α
∨
v is the product of the
usual coroots F ∗α,w → T (Fv) with w going over the places of Fα over v.
If M˜derα ≃ ResFα/FSU(2, 1), then the splitting field of Mα is Eα, and one has
ResFα/FSU(2, 1)(Fv) =
∏
v′|v SU(2, 1)(Fα,v′). Then, α
∨
v is a product of coroots
E∗α,w → T (Fv) with w going over the places of Eα over v. The nature of the coroot
differs if w is invariant by the Galois group of Eα/Fα or not. Denote by v
′ the
place of Fα below w. If w is Galois invariant, then SU(2, 1) does not split over
Fα,v′ and the coroot is given by the relative reduced positive coroot. Otherwise,
SU(2, 1)(Fα,v′) ≃ SL3(Eα,w) and there are two places w1 and w2 over v
′. The
coroots on E∗α,w1 and E
∗
α,w2 are given respectively by the two positive simple coroots
for SL3.
(ii) In LFα(s, η), it is the restriction η|A×Fα
that is considered. If η = (ηw)w with
w going over the places of Eα, then η|A×Fα
= (ηv′ )v′ with ηv′ = ηw |Fα,v′ if v
′ does
not split in Eα and ηv′ = ηw1ηw2 if v
′ splits and w1 and w2 are the two places
dividing v′, recalling that the restriction to Fα,v is the diagonal embedding into
Eα,w1 ⊕ Eα,w2 and that Eα,w1 ≃ Eα,w2 ≃ Fα,v over F .
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(iii) During the proof, we will use the Langlands-Shahidi normalization of the
local standard intertwining operators. We want to stress that these are expressed in
terms of the local automorphic L- and ǫ-factors attached to the dual r˜ of the adjoint
representation r of LT on Lie( LU). This is imposed in the non-Archimedean case
by Langlands’ notation and convention, which have been taken up by Shahidi in his
work. On the other hand, as it was pointed out to us by Shahidi, if one adopts the
convention in [Bo79], one no longer needs the contragredients mentioned above as
it is reflected in the formula for the constant term M(s) in page 53 of [Bo79]. This
is the case for the formulas for the local coefficients in the Archimedean setting in
[Sh85], but to be consistent, the Langlands’ convention has also to be used in the
Archimedean case taken up by Shahidi in his work (see also [Sh07, p. 310]).
Proof: By the multiplicity formula for global intertwining operators, it is enough
to prove this for G of relative semisimple rank 1 over F . We have then a single
reduced root α and can replace λ by sα˜, where α˜ is as defined in [Sh90, p. 278,
l.-3], so that 〈λ, α∨〉 = dαs if G˜der ≃ ResFα/FSL2 and 〈λ, α
∨〉 = 4dαs if G˜der ≃
ResFα/FSU(2, 1) [Sh10, p.10], and the equalities above can be expressed in terms
of the complex variable s. Denote by wα the simple reflection associated to α and
write in the sequel F ′ for Fα and E′ for Eα. (Remark that E′ = E, as G is of
relative rank 1.) We will not (and do not need to) assume here that wα fixes χ.
Fix ψF a non trivial unitary character of F\AF , ψF = ⊗vψFv .
For a place v of F , denote by Av(sα˜, χv, w˜α) the corresponding local standard
intertwining operator defined for ℜ(s) > 0 by the converging integral analog to (1)
and w.r.t. the measure on Uv derived from the measure on Fv, which is self-dual
w.r.t. ψFv . (This is in accordance to Langlands-Shahidi theory [Sh10, p. 133],
[Lo15].) The measure on U(F )\U(AF ) has then the correct properties and, in
particular, one has M(sα˜, χ, w˜α) = ⊗vAv(sα˜, χv, w˜α) [Sh10, 6.3.3].
Suppose first G˜der of relative rank 1 over Fv. Then, α is the reduced Fv-relative
positive root for T in B. Denote by rα the adjoint representation of
LT on the
Lie algebra of LU , by rα,j its irreducible components ordered as in [Sh90], and by
r∨α,j the contragredient representation. The normalized intertwining operator in v
5is then given in the number field case by (cf. [Sh90, (7.12)]1, [Sh10, (8.5.1)])
Av(sα˜, χv, w˜α) =
m∏
j=1
ǫv(js, χv, r
∨
α,j , ψFv )Lv(1 + js, χv, r
∨
α,j)
Lv(js, χv, r∨α,j)
Av(sα˜, χv, w˜α).
This makes also sense in the function field case, as we only consider unramified
characters and the local factors are given by local class field theory [Sh90, 3.5.1].
In addition, the local factors are equal to the ones relative to the simply connected
covering of the derived group of G as the adjoint action is trivial on the center of
the connected component of LG and, consequently, the representation rα factors
through the image of LT in the L-group of G˜der.
Remark that ResF ′/F is, as functor of points on algebraic groups over Fv, isomor-
phic to
∏
v′|v ResF ′v′/Fv , the product being taken over the places v
′ of F ′ that divide
v. The group ResF ′
v′
/FvSU(2, 1) is of relative rank 1, if and only if SU(2, 1) does not
split over F ′v′ (or equivalently v
′ does not split in E′). Otherwise, ResF ′
v′
/FvSU(2, 1)
is isomorphic to ResF ′
v′
/FvSL3.
When G˜der ≃Fv ResF ′
v′
/FvSL2 with v
′ a place of F ′ over v, then m = 1, the
local L-factor is the Hecke one relative to χv ◦ α
∨
v and the field F
′
v′ and the local
ǫ-factor the Hecke one relative to the additive character ψFv ◦ TrF ′
v′
/Fv multiplied
by λ(F ′v′/Fv, ψFv ) (cf. [KeSh88, (2.9) and (2.10)] for the non-Archimedean case,
1The expression given here for the normalizing factor follows from [Sh90, (7.12)] by applying
the compatibility with unramified twist, which is a consequence of identity [Sh90, (3.12)] for the
γ-factor, remarking that s+ s0 has to be replaced therein by s− is0 as confirmed by the author.
In fact, the following paragraph was prepared by the author of [Sh90] in response to inquiries
by the author concerning the sign of this shift: To explain the shift s − is0 in γi, we note that
while multiplication by i is rather obvious, the shift in sign is more delicate as we now detail:
The negative sign is a reflection of the appearance of the contragredient of the representation as
opposed to representation itself in the right hand side of equation (3.11) in [Sh90]. Inductively we
may assume m = 1. We have
Cχ(s, pi(s0)) = Cχ(s+ s0, pi) = γ(s + s0, pi) = γ(s− (−s0), pi). (0)
On the other hand
Cχ(s, pi(s0)) = γ(s,˜˜pi(s0)) = γ(s, pi(−s0)),
which by (0) equals:
= γ(s− (−s0), pi).
Therefore
γ(s, pi(−s0)) = γ(s− (−s0), pi).
Now, changing s0 to −s0, we have
γ(s, pi(s0)) = γ(s− s0, pi).
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that agrees with [Lo, 1.4] in the function field case, and [Sh85, p. 989-990]2 for
the Archimedean case). When G˜der ≃Fv ResF ′
v′
/FvSU(2, 1) and SU(2, 1) does not
split over F ′v′ , then m = 2, the local L factors for r
∨
α,1 are those of Hecke relative to
χv ◦α
∨
v and the composite field E
′F ′v′ , the local L-factors for r
∨
α,2 are those of Hecke
relative to ηE′Fv/Fv(χv |F∗v )◦α
∨
v and the field F
′
v′ . The ǫ-factors are the appropriate
ones multiplied respectively by λ(F ′v′/Fv, ψFv) and λ(E
′F ′v′/Fv, ψFv ) (cf. [KeSh88,
(2.13) and (2.14)] for the non-Archimedean case, that agrees with [Lo, 1.4] in the
function field case, and [Sh85, p. 991-992]2 for the Archimedean case).
If G˜der ≃Fv ResF ′
v′
/FvSU(2, 1) and SU(2, 1) splits over F
′
v′ , then G˜
der ≃Fv
ResF ′
v′
/FvSL3, w˜α becomes a representative of the longest element of the Weyl
group of ResF ′
v′
/FvSL3. Denote the two simple positive relative coroots by α
∨
1 and
α∨2 . From the product formula for the normalized intertwining operator, it follows
that
Av(sα˜, χv, w˜α)
=
ǫv′(s, χv ◦ α
∨
1 , ψF ′v′ )Lv
′(1 + s, χv ◦ α
∨
1 )
Lv′(s, χv ◦ α∨1 )
ǫv′(s, χv ◦ α
∨
2 , ψF ′v′ )Lv
′(1 + s, χv ◦ α
∨
2 )
Lv′(s, χv ◦ α∨2 )
×
×
ǫv′(2s, χv ◦ (α
∨
1 + α
∨
2 ), ψF ′v′ )Lv
′(1 + 2s, χv ◦ (α
∨
1 + α
∨
2 ))
Lv′(2s, χv ◦ (α∨1 + α
∨
2 ))
Av(sα˜, χv, w˜α),
where the local factors are once more the Hecke one’s relative to F ′v′ , the ǫ-factors
being taken relative to the additive character ψFv ◦ TrF ′
v′
/Fv and multiplied by
λ(F ′v′/Fv, ψF ) [KeSh88, 2.10].
In general, if the simply connected covering of the derived group of G is isomor-
phic over Fv to a product of semi-simple simply connected groups of relative rank
1 or of the type ResF ′
v′
/FvSL3, then the normalized intertwining operator is the
tensor product of the ones explained above.
Writing A(sα˜, χ, w˜α) = ⊗vAv(sα˜, χv, w˜α) and rv(s, χv ◦ α
∨
v , ψFv ) for the recip-
rocal of the normalizing factor so that
Av(sα˜, χv, w˜α) = rv(s, χv ◦ α
∨
v , ψFv)
−1Av(sα˜, χv, w˜α),
everything comes down to show that rv(s, χv ◦ α
∨
v , ψFv ) is the product, over the
places v′ of F ′ over v, of the Euler-factors of rα(s, χ ◦ α∨) defined by the choice of
the character ψF ◦ TrF ′/F , and that 〈φ
∨
1 ,A(sα˜, χ, w˜α)φ1〉 = 1.
For the first point, the Euler product expression, as ResF ′/F is over Fv isomor-
phic to
∏
v′|v ResF ′v′/Fv , things are immediate when G˜
der ≃ ResF ′/FSL2 or when
2To be consistent and get r˜ also in the Archimedean case (compare also with remark (iii) above),
one has to use equation [KeSh88, (2.1)] in [Sh85] also in the Archimedean case. Remark that in
the original context of [Sh85, theorem 3.1], C(−2sρθ , . . . ) has to be replaced by C(2sρθ, . . . ).
7G˜der ≃ ResF ′/FSU(2, 1) and SU(2, 1) does not split over any of the F
′
v′ . When
G˜der ≃ ResF ′/FSU(2, 1) and some of the places v
′ over v split in E′, then one has
to check that the Euler factor corresponding to such a v′ equals the reciprocal of the
normalizing factor relative to SL3(Fv′), remarking that this factor does not depend
on the isomorphism class of F ′v′ . But, this follows from the remarks (i) and (ii)
after the statement of the theorem and the above computation of the normalizing
factor for SL3.
Concerning the second point, the equality 〈φ∨1 ,A(sα˜, χ, w˜α)φ1〉 = 1, it will be
enough to show that
(Av(sα˜, χv, w˜α)φ1,v)(1) = λψFv (w˜α), (2)
where λψFv (w˜α) is the constant defined in the non-Archimedean case in [KeSh88, p.
80, (4.1)] (this agrees with [Lo15, 2.5] in the function field case) deduced from the
Langlands λ-function and by the same formula in the Archimedean case [Sh10, p.
136]. In fact, the product over all places is one: this is remarked in [KeSh88, p. 83,
l.1] for the number field case. In fact, it is a direct consequence of the compatibility
of the global ǫ-factor with induction, which is also true in the function field case
[De73, 3.12 C], remarking that the Langlands local factors are the Deligne ones for
the self-dual additive measure [Ta79 (3.6.4)], see also [De73, 5.6.2].
We will distinguish the cases of v non-archimedean, v real archimedean and v
complex archimedean.
Suppose first that v is a non-Archimedean place and that Fv is of characteristic
0. Then Gv is a p-adic group. One knows that the action of the normalized inter-
twining operator Av(sα˜, χv, w˜0) on the Kv-spherical vector φ1,v does not depend
on s ([Sh90, remark 7.10] with [Ar89, Theorem 2.1]). So, to compute the value
in (2), we can assume s = 0 and χv = 1, as χv is unramified by assumption and
rα,v(s, χs0α˜, ψFv ) = rα,v(s + s0, 1, ψFv) [Sh90, (3.12), (7.1), (7.2), (7.4)]. As the
Whittaker functional is non-trivial on the spherical vector (cf. [KeSh88], end of
proof of theorem 4.1)3, one can apply [KeSh88, 3.4] with the formula for λψFv (w˜α)
in [KeSh88, p. 80, (4.1)] and the fact that L(s, 1, rα) = L(s, 1, r
∨
α) by the identity
(7.2) of [Sh90].
If Fv is of positive characteristic, then the computation of the value of the stan-
dard intertwining operator on the spherical vector is the same than in the case of
a non-Archimedean local field of characteristic 0 with the same residue field [Cs80,
3.1]. As the normalizing factors agree for both fields, the result is also true for Fv
of positive characteristic.
Suppose now that v is an Archimedean place. Unfortunately, we could not
find in the literature the assertion that in this case the action of the normalized
3In [KeSh88], it is assumed that Kv = G(Ov), but, after an isomorphism, this holds for hyper-
special groups and even if G is not defined on Ov, as hyperspecial maximal compact subgroups
form a single orbit under the action of the adjoint group (cf. [Tit, 2.5]) and an isomorphism over
F sends hyperspecial maximal compact subgroups to hyperspecial ones.
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intertwining operator on φ1,v does not depend on s. So, we will give a proof of this
hereafter. Assume for a moment already proved that the action of the normalized
intertwining operator on φ1,v does not depend on s. To compute the value in
(2), we can then assume s = 0 and χv = 1, as χv is unramified by assumption
and rα,v(s, χs0α˜, ψFv ) = rα,v(s+ s0, 1, ψFv), the ǫ-factor being independent of s in
the Archimedean case. Then, we can apply [Sh85, Theorem 4.1], remarking that
the trivial representation of the maximal torus induces irreducible for SL2 and
SU(2, 1) [Ko69] (this is enough as the intertwining operator factors through the
simply connected covering of the derived group [Sh85, p. 978]) and using [Sh85,
Lemma 4.2] (and its proof) that shows L(s, 1, r∨α) = L(s, 1, rα) (the assumptions of
the lemma are satisfied, as after our scaling we have σ = 1).
Let us now prove that the action of the normalized intertwining operator on
φ1,v does not depend on s for v an Archimedean place. Assume first that v is real
Archimedean. By the remark just above, one can restrict to G˜der, and it is enough
to prove the assumption for each factor of G˜der over Fv, so that we can assume G˜der
is isomorphic either to ResF ′
v′
/FvSL2 or to ResF ′v′/Fv
SU(2, 1) over Fv. As above,
by applying a scaling, we can reduce to the case χv = 1. If G˜der is of relative rank
1 over Fv, then one has either G˜der = SL2, G˜der = ResC/RSL2 or G˜der ≃ SU(2, 1).
By [Kn86, prop. 7.6, p. 180] and [Sch71, prop. 2.5] (remarking that 〈sα˜, α∨〉 = 4s
in the relative root system for the quasi-split special unitary group [Sh88] or [Sh10,
p.10, between 1.2.4 and 1.2.5], and that (p, q) = (1, 0) if G˜der ≃ SL2, (p, q) = (2, 0)
if G˜der ≃ ResC/RSL2 and (p, q) = (2, 1) if G˜der ≃ SU(2, 1) in the notations of
[Sch71, Kn86]), one has, with a suitable normalization of the measures,
(Av(sα˜, 1, w˜α)φ1,v)(1) =


Γ(1)
Γ( 1
2
)
Γ( s
2
)
Γ( s+1
2
)
, if G˜der ≃ SL2;
Γ(2)
Γ(1)
Γ(s)
Γ(s+1) , if G˜
der ≃ ResC/RSL2;
Γ(3)
Γ( 3
2
)
Γ(2s)Γ(s+ 1
2
)
Γ(2s+1)Γ(s+1) , if G˜
der ≃ SU(2, 1),
(3)
where Γ is the usual Γ-function. In addition, changing the measure does change the
value of the integral only by a constant that does not depend on s [Sch71, (2.2.8)].
As we only want to show that the action of the normalized intertwining operator
on φ1,v does not depend on s, the precise measure does not matter at this moment.
If G˜der = SL2 or G˜der = ResC/RSL2, then this agrees well, up to a constant,
with the reciprocal of the normalizing factor from the Langlands-Shahidi theory
which is in this case given by the Artin local factors, remarking that 〈sα˜, α∨〉 = 2s
in the second case. By the product formula for the intertwining operator and the
above result for the standard intertwining operator in the relative rank one case,
this takes also care of the case G˜der ≃ ResF ′
v′
/FvSU(2, 1) if SU(2, 1) splits over F
′
v′ .
Let us now suppose that G˜der = SU(2, 1) and that SU(2, 1) does not split over R.
9Then, ηE′/F ′,v is the sgn-character. The local factors from the Langlands-Shahidi
theory associated to r∨α,1 are then LC(s) and ǫC(s, ψFv ) which is constant, where
LC and ǫC are the standard complex Artin local factors. Those associated to r
∨
α,2,
give the Asai-L-function. As C/R corresponds by local class field theory to the sign
character, one gets LR(s, sign), while ǫR(s, sign, ψFv) is also constant.
In explicit terms, LC(s) = 2(2π)
−sΓ(s) and LR(s, sgn) = π−
s+1
2 Γ( s+12 ). It fol-
lows that the normalizing factor
ǫv(s, 1, r
∨
1 , ψFv )Lv(1 + s, 1, r
∨
1 )
Lv(s, 1, r∨1 )
ǫv(2s, 1, r
∨
2 , ψFv )Lv(1 + 2s, 1, r
∨
2 )
Lv(2s, 1, r∨2 )
is up to a constant equal to
Γ(s+ 1)Γ(s+ 1)
Γ(s)Γ(s+ 12 )
.
As, by the Legendre duplication formula, one has Γ(2s) = 2
2s−1√
π
Γ(s)Γ(s+ 12 ) and
in particular Γ(2s + 1) = 2
2s√
π
Γ(s + 12 )Γ(s + 1), one sees that this equals, upto a
constant, the reciprocal of
Γ(2s)Γ(s+ 1
2
)
Γ(2s+1)Γ(s+1) . By the above formula (3) for the value
of the standard intertwining operator on the spherical vector, it follows that the
normalized intertwining operator acts also by a constant if G˜der = SU(2, 1) and
SU(2, 1) does not split over R..
Finally, suppose v is a complex Archimedean place of F . Then, Gv splits nec-
essarily over Fv and one is reduced to G˜der(Fv) = SL2(C) or G˜der(Fv) ≃ SL3(C).
If G˜der(Fv) = SL2(C), then the value of the standard intertwining operator on
the spherical vector has already been given above and the local factors are Hecke
ones, also described above. One sees from that that the value of the normal-
ized intertwining operator on the spherical vector φ1,v is a constant function. By
the product formula for the normalized intertwining operator, the same follows if
G˜der(Fv) ≃ SL3(C). ✷
Proposition: (with the notations and assumptions of the theorem) Let Σi be an
irreducible component of the relative root system Σ and denote by GΣi the simple
factor of G corresponding to Σi. Then, there is an everywhere unramified exten-
sion F ′/F and an absolutely simple quasi-split group Gi over F ′, such that GΣi is
isomorphic to ResF ′/FGi. Denote by d
′ the degree of the extension F ′/F .
If Gi splits over F
′, then one has dα = d′ for all α ∈ Σi;
If Gi does not split over F
′, then the simply connected covering G˜deri of Gi is
one of the following: SU(n, n+ 1), SU(n, n), Spin−2n,
3D4 or
2E6. One has
- for G˜deri = SU(n, n+1) (resp. SU(n, n)), dα = 2d
′ if α is a long (resp. short)
root and dα = d
′ if α is a short (resp. long) root;
- for G˜deri = Spin
−
2n, dα = 2d
′ if α is a short root and dα = d′ if α is a long root;
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- for G˜deri =
3D4, dα = 3d
′ if α is a long root and dα = d′ if α is a short root;
- for G˜deri =
2E6, dα = 2d
′ if α is a short root and dα = d′ if α is a long root.
Proof: This is obvious in the split case. In the non-split case, this can be read
off for example from [KK11] if Gi is simply connected. In general, it is enough to
remark that, for α ∈ Σi, the simply connected covering of (G˜deri )α is isomorphic to
G˜deri,α (where here the index α denotes the minimal Levis subgroup of semisimple
rank 1 associated to α in respectively G˜deri and Gi to distinguish between both).
This follows from the fact that the simply connected covering map G˜deri → G
der
i
induces an F -isogeny (G˜deri )
der
α → G
der
i,α . As both groups are semi-simple of relative
rank one, their simply connected coverings must be isomorphic over F . ✷
The following corollary will be useful when generalizing the results in [DHO15]:
Corollary: (with the notations and assumptions of the theorem) Let Σp be an
irreducible sub-root system of Σred such that, for each α ∈ Σp, the meromorphic
function rα(s, χ ◦ α
∨) has a pole pα > 0. Then the set {(α, pα)|α ∈ Σp} is a subset
of a set {(α, pα)|α ∈ Σi}, where Σi is an irreducible component of Σ, and either
the pα are all equal or Σp is not a simply laced root system. In the latter case, the
set of the pα contains two elements with ratio given by
- for Σi of type Bn or F4: pα/pβ = 2 if α is a short and β a long root;
- for Σi of type Cn: pα/pβ = 2 if α is a long and β a short root;
- for Σi of type G2: pα/pβ = 3 if α is a long and β a short root.
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